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Planning Application: Ram Brewery 2012 / 5286, 87 , 90 
 
I write as chairman of the Wandle Valley Forum, (previously the Wandle Forum).  One of  
our roles is that of consultee group for the Wandle Valley Regional Park (WVRP) and our 
concerns include development that may impact on the landscape and environment of the 
River Wandle, the WVRP and important heritage sites. Consequently we are concerned with 
development plans for The Ram Brewery. 
 
In summary we submit the following comments relating to the /Ram Brewery development:  
We welcome:  
1. The treatment of listed buildings and the continuation of the brewing tradition 
2. The river bank treatment by the High St and southern half of the site with the footbridges. 
3. The retention in place of the stables. 
 
We are concerned about: 
The WVRegional Park 
4. Whilst recognising that the location is a town center and therefore large buildings will 
    be in proximity to the river it is however a river that is part of the Wandle Valley  
    Regional Park and due consideration to visibly acknowledging this is important and  
    can help mark the town center as a regional park gateway.   
    
5. Although less common in urban environments, in view of the significance of the  
    WVRP/River Wandle as an open space asset and as a visitor attraction, an LCA 
    (landscape character assessment) might help improve landscaping and continuity for  
    the riverside path treatment through the Ram Brewery,  to the Thames especially in  
    linking up with the developments by the mouth of the Wandle and Thames Path  
    at Riverside West and Feathers Wharf. 
  
The Wandle Trail 
6. Although there is a path along most of both sides of the River there still appears to be 
    inadequate provision and several squeeze points for the anticipated growth in pedestrian 
    /cycle/shopper buggy traffic once the development itself is complete.  The Regional Park 
    will also start attracting visitors along what will, de facto, be the Wandle Trail, especially 
    on crowded summer weekends when outdoor café customers may encroach on the  
    already limited space. The riverside is of course the ideal place for such cafes/restaurants  
    etc and clearly it is also where the Wandle Trail needs to be.  The favoured solution would 
    be to move the riverside blocks further back as this would improve light however taking  
    the paths under the buildings is an option that is preferable to the current width limits. 
    Making the riverbanks steeper to gain more path width would be unacceptable.      
     
7. The opportunity to create a basis for ‘place marketing’ in accordance with the WBC  
    consultants brief for ‘Visioning Wandsworth’s Town Centres’ will be diminished if there is  
    a frequent and uncomfortable crush of people on the riverside paths bottlenecks. 
 
8. The building between the Stables and the river has taken a backward step since the last 
    plans. Whereas before there was greater access to the riverside path with a building that  
    roughly followed the riverbank it is now a taller and rectangular shape creating a pinch  
    point with no sympathy for the river or path. This is clearly less inviting and gives less 
    open access whilst creating a pinch point. 



 
 
The Tower Block 
9.. The 34 floor tower block is within only a few feet of the river banks with the side of its   
    triangular form being broadside to the river, completely overwhelming it. The thickened 
    base of the tower accommodating expanded floorspace on two sides is unacceptable on 
    the grounds of unnecessarily limiting path width and undermining the already minimal     
    aesthetics of its rather stout proportions which also screens out a lot of sunlight from the 
    west. Whilst not ruling out a point block completely it’s aesthetics and form should  
    acknowledge its proximity to the conservation area and the townscape skyline as a whole.  
    This is not therefore an appropriate design and it needs to give more space for the  
    riverbank path. 
 
   
Mass & Density & the last Inspectors report    
10. The underlying issue remains the latest planning application fails to respond to the  
    Planning Inspector’s Report findings of the previous almost identical submission in terms  
    of mass and density. This undermines the whole scheme and detracts from some of its  
    better features.  
  
 
Wandle Trail. As you know the Wandle Trail follows the river for most of its course through 
south London with a few gaps including Earlsfield and Wandsworth town centre (both of 
these are currently under discussion). The development of the Ram Brewery clearly provides 
the opportunity to reconnect the Trail which currently diverts around Southside and 
Wandsworth Plain to the Thames making the town center a significant gateway for WVRP 
visitors and walkers. The Wandle Trail also provides the main opportunity for a continuous 
pedestrian connection between the Thames and the town center, in line with the aims of the 
original WTCPartnership. A more slender tower block here would allow for the space 
required for the above Trail. 
 
 
Heritage asset setting. The Ram Brewery is of sufficient historic importance to be not only 
one of Wandsworth’s but one of the WVRPs major heritage attractions, especially with the 
four centuries of brewing tradition, recently kept alive with the micro-brewery.  The setting of 
the Ram Brewery’s listed buildings and the conservation area of All Saints and Wandsworth 
Plain remain entirely dominated in the current proposal by the mass of the tower block. The 
increased width in particular is very overbearing and screens out a lot of pm daylight, and in 
the view of many still contravenes the Planning Inspectors report recommendations from the 
previous inquiry and the Council’s own conservation planning guidelines. Any point block 
that penetrates the overall scheme skyline would need to be a more slender and elegant 
building.  The overall scheme height profile which rises away from the river should for the 
same reasons lose two floors.    
 
We recognise the importance of this scheme to the future quality and prosperity of the town 
centre which is why it is so important to get it right without further delay. The irony is that if 
the council’s own guidelines are followed the development could create one of the most 
pleasant shopping centres in south west London – a shopping centre with a regional park 
running through it, surely lifting its status amongst riverside town centres to its economic 
benefit. Without those common sense constraints Wandsworth town centre is unlikely to 
achieve its full long term potential.      
          
 
Yours sincerely 
Bruce St.Julian-Bown 
Chair, Wandle Valley Forum 
        



   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


